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Packt Publishing - ebooks Account. Paperback. Condition: New. 351 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.5in.
x 0.7in.Key FeaturesIf you want to learn the advanced-level core concepts of Rust, then this book is
the one for you!Through this book, you will appreciate some of the unique features of Rust such as
coding in expressive type systems, mutability, ownershipAfter reading this book, you will be able to
migrate your legacy C or C application to a Rust environmentBook DescriptionIf concurrent
programs are giving you sleepless nights, Rust is your go-to language. Filled with real-world
examples and explanations, this book will show you how you can build scalable and reliable
programs for your organization. Well teach you big level concepts that make Rust a great
language. Improving performance, using generics, building macros, and working with threads are
just some of the topics well cover. Well talk about the official toolsets and ways to discover more.
The book contains a mix of theory interspersed with hands-on tasks so you acquire the skills as well
as the knowledge. Since programming cannot be learned by just reading, we provide exercises (and
solutions) to hammer the concepts in. After reading this book, you will be able to implement...
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ReviewsReviews

Completely essential study publication. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am very easily could get a delight of reading a
composed publication.
-- Ma r ilyne Ma cejkovic-- Ma r ilyne Ma cejkovic

This pdf is great. It really is rally intriguing throgh studying time period. I am just quickly could possibly get a satisfaction of reading a written pdf.
-- Roosevelt B r a un-- Roosevelt B r a un
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